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Abstract

In this paper, we detail the methodology of
team whatdoyoumeme for the SemEval 2024
Task on Multilingual Persuasion Detection in
Memes. We integrate hierarchical label infor-
mation to refine detection capabilities, and em-
ploy a cross-lingual approach, utilizing transla-
tion to adapt the model to Macedonian, Arabic,
and Bulgarian. Our methodology encompasses
both the analysis of meme content and extend-
ing labels to include hierarchical structure. The
effectiveness of the approach is demonstrated
through improved model performance in mul-
tilingual contexts, highlighting the utility of
translation-based methods and hierarchy-aware
learning, over traditional baselines.

1 Introduction

Persuasion techniques in politics have a signifi-
cant impact on democratic processes, which was
particularly evident in contexts such as the 2020
US elections, where cognitive dissonance and me-
dia messages played a crucial role in influencing
voter behaviour and attitudes (Perloff, 2013; Cen-
ter, 2023). These techniques, which utilise psycho-
logical insights, align people’s attitudes with their
actions and thus influence political affiliations and
opinions. The interplay of crises – pandemic, eco-
nomic downturn, protests against racial justice, and
debates over electoral legitimacy – has further high-
lighted the impact of persuasive narratives on pub-
lic perception and democratic resilience (Jamieson
et al., 2023). This complicated relationship under-
scores the crucial role of persuasion in political
discourse and its potential to shape democratic out-
comes at crucial historical moments in society.

Manually recognizing persuasion in textual con-
tent is increasingly challenging due to the vast
amount of information generated daily and the nu-
anced nature of persuasion techniques. Efforts in
this area have expanded to include the development
of collaborative tasks(Da San Martino et al., 2019a)

aimed at recognizing persuasion across languages
and levels of hierarchy, reflecting the global and
complex nature of persuasive communication in
digital spaces.

In the past, researchers have used statistical text
analysis methods that focused on lexical and syn-
tactic features to identify patterns and markers of
persuasive language (Jacobs, 1992). While these
approaches provided basic insights, they were of-
ten not deep enough to fully capture the subtleties
of human language and persuasion. The detection
of persuasion in texts has shifted from statistical
text analysis to the use of Large Language Models
(LLMs), such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and
GPT (Brown et al., 2020). These models use deep
learning to understand the context, semantics and
complex interplay of language elements, provid-
ing more effective means of recognizing persuasive
tactics in text.

The collective effort in data collection and the
joint tasks have contributed significantly to belief
detection, with initiatives such as the SemEval joint
tasks fostering community-wide collaboration. The
NLP4IF-2019 shared task(Da San Martino et al.,
2019a) was another example of the collective ef-
fort to refine detection methods through standard-
ised tasks. The task was divided into two parts:
the identification of propagandistic text fragments
and their specific techniques at fragment level and
a binary classification at sentence level to recog-
nise sentences containing propaganda. The joint
task attracted a large participation and showed that
most of the systems were able to significantly out-
perform the established baselines. Alhindi et al.
(2019) found that for some propaganda techniques,
it is not enough to look at just one sentence to
make an accurate prediction (e.g. repetition) and
therefore the whole article needs to be included as
context. Da San Martino et al. (2019b) presented
a novel method for detecting propaganda at the
level of fragments in news articles that goes be-
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yond traditional document-level detection. Their
method addressed the need for more nuanced and
explainable analysis by manually annotating news
articles with specific propaganda techniques and de-
veloping a multi-granularity neural network model
that outperformed BERT-based baselines. Koreeda
et al. (2023) showed that cross-lingual and multi-
task training combined with an external balanced
dataset can improve genre recognition and fram-
ing, on a recently proposed task by Piskorski et al.
(2023).

Recent studies have shown that translating texts
from low-resource languages to a high-resource
language, such as English, improves performance
of end-to-end approaches on tasks such as classifi-
cation (Ghafoor et al., 2021; Jauregi Unanue et al.,
2023) and document similarity (Zosa et al., 2022).
Koloski et al. (2023) show that cross-lingual val-
idation can lead to improvement on classification
performance for some tasks. Some earlier works
also confirm this to be true for non transformer ar-
chitectures (Moh and Zhang, 2012). The rest of this
article is organised as follows: Section 2 describes
the task, while Section 3 presents the proposed
method and the results. Finally, the conclusion and
proposed future work in Section 4.

2 Task description

SemEval-2023 Task 4 (Dimitrov et al., 2024) fo-
cuses on multilingual detection and classification
of persuation techniques in memes.

It is composed of three subtasks. Subtask 1 was
a multi-label text classification task. The text was
extracted from the image data that contained the
original meme. Although the text contains less
information than original image, the annotation
procedure accounted for this and allows for dif-
ferences between labels in the text-only data and
image data that provides additional context. Sub-
task 2a was a multimodal extension of the Subtask
1 by providing both a text and the image data. It is
also a multi-label classification task, with the labels
annotated based on both text and image data. Sub-
task 2b was also a multimodal task with the same
inputs as Subtask 2a, but the task was a simpler bi-
nary classification task to detect if any persuasion
technique is used.

Although only English dataset was provided for
training, the evaluation was additionally done on
three surprise test datasets in Bulgarian, Macedo-
nian, and Arabic.

Dataset split English Bulgarian Macedonian Arabic
Train 7000 0 0 0
Validation 500 0 0 0
Development 1000 0 0 0
Test 1500 436 259 100

Table 1: Number of examples for each of the dataset
split across languages. Notably, only English data con-
tains data for train/val/dev split while other languages
require a zero-shot approach.

We further focus only on the Subtask 1 and its
data as this was the only task we participated in.

2.1 Dataset

The input data for Subtask 1 is the text extracted
from the meme. The training, the development and
the test sets were distributed as JSON files. Each
of the files encoded a list of examples where each
one contained text of a meme and a list of labels,
together with additional metadata not used in the
model (unique id of the example and URL).

Table 1 shows dataset sizes with numbers of
examples in each of the dataset split for each of the
languages present in the task.

Labels provided with the dataset were organized
in a hierarchy that was not visible from the dataset
files and the full overview of the relationships be-
tween labels was provided in the accompanying
subtask description. Although 20 classes were
present in the training data, their ancestors in the
hierarchy provided 8 additional classes for a total
of 28 classes. Submission files could provide any
of the 28 classes as prediction. Predicting an an-
cestor class of the ground truth labels instead of
the leaf-node ground truth label was counted as a
partial match.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of label counts in
the data. Most common labels like Smears, Loaded
Language, and Name Calling/Labeling are almost
two times more frequent than any other label. The
least frequent labels like Reductio ad hitlerum,
Straw man, Red herring, and Obfuscation contain
less than 100 examples in train, development and
validation sets combined.

2.2 Evaluation

The labels are organized in a hierarchy that can be
represented as a directed acyclic graph (DAG)- a
tree-like structure. Datasets presented in the shared
task contained data annotated with leaf labels, but
the prediction can take any of the DAG nodes: ei-
ther leaf or parent. For this reason, a hierarchical
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Figure 1: Label distribution shows a noticeable imbal-
ance between class frequencies.

F1 score (hF1) (Kiritchenko et al., 2006) was used
to take into account partially correct results, and
leverage both the distance and the depth between
true and predicted labels in the label hierarchy. The
difference from standard, or flat, F1 score is that
the standard version considers each example as be-
ing a member of its assigned class. In contrast,
the hierarchical version considers an example as
a member of all parent classes in addition to its
assigned leaf class. Formally, hierarchical (micro-
average) version of precision (hP ) and recall (hR)
can be defined as:

hP =

∑
i |YA ∩ ŶA|∑

i |ŶA|
hR =

∑
i |YA ∩ ŶA|∑

i |YA|

Where YA and ŶA represent a set of ground-
truth and predicted labels, respectively, extended to
contain all ancestors of included leaf nodes. Finally,
we can define hierarchical F1 score (hF1) as:

hF1 = 2 · hP · hR
hP + hR

This formulation effectively views the hierarchi-
cal classification as a multi-label setup by implicitly
including hierarchy ancestor labels as additional
labels.

3 Methodology and Results

Pre-trained language models, such as BERT (De-
vlin et al., 2018) and its variants, have shown re-
markable performance across many NLP tasks. We
evaluate several BERT-like models and their perfor-
mance on the task. We are particularly interested in
the impact of the hierarchy on model performances.
We describe three approaches to understand the
role of hierarchy information in the task.

First, we establish a baseline using BERT and
mBART (Liu et al., 2020; Tang et al., 2020) models
without using any hierarchy information and grid
search to tune the hyperparameters. We explore
different tokenization strategies and evaluate the
model with micro-F1.

Second, we evaluate approaches based on mod-
ifying the set of ground truth labels by extending
the labels with ancestors to include hierarchy infor-
mation and its influence on model performance.

Finally, we translate English train and validation
data to Macedonian, Arabic, and Bulgarian with
the NLLB-200 model (NLLB Team et al., 2022)
and fine-tune our models for the multi-label clas-
sification task. We also compare the performance
of the performance on translated data to zero-shot
cross-lingual approaches using multilingual models
and to translation of test sets.

3.1 Baseline Approach

We utilize distilBERT (Sanh et al., 2019) and
mBERT (Devlin et al., 2018) for the baseline ap-
proach. The models are trained and evaluated with-
out using any hierarchical information. Text data
from the task was provided with escaped newlines
(i.e. a newline character was represented with two
characters ’\’ and ’n’). We evaluated a few ap-
proaches how to preprocess these data: directly
tokenizing the provided text without any prepro-
cessing (NoP), replacing the newlines with a space
character (NL-Spc), or using a single newline (’\n’)
character (NL-L).

Both models are initialized with a linear clas-
sifier for multi-label classification. We use the
AdamW optimizer (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2017)
with binary cross-entropy loss and micro-F1 score
as evaluation metrics. We perform a grid search
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over the learning rates (lr) [1e-4, 5e-5, 3e-5, 2e-5]
and max sentence lengths of [128, 256] using a
batch size of 16 over 6 epochs since BERT-based
fine-tuning typically leads to decreased micro-F1

and hF1 scores after 6 training epochs (Sanh et al.,
2019)

Results consistently favoured lrs of 5e-5 and
3e-5, with the highest micro-F1 scores at lr 3e-5
with max length 128 (63.6%) and lr 5e-05 and max
length 256 (63.1%) on the English validation set.
However, the hF1 score dropped to 56.9 on the
English development set with the best model (see
Table 2). Furthermore, we see a drop in the hF1

on the development set when replacing the escaped
newline with whitespace Table 2). We henceforth
avoid any preprocessing of the input text.

We additionally compute the performance of
mBART-50 (same hyperparameters) without us-
ing hierarchical information, where it gets a low
mF1 score on the validation set, but it outperforms
the BERT-based models on the development set on
hF1.

Model Val mF1 Val hF1 Dev hF1

Performance without hierarchical information

distilBERT (NoP) 63.6 / 56.9
distilBERT (NL-Spc) 63.6 / 50.4
distilBERT (NL-L) 63.6 / 50.4
mBERT (NoP) 59.2 / /
mBART-50 (NoP) 48.9 59.9 59.9

Performance with hierarchical information

distilBERT / 60.1 61.5
mBART-25 / 59.8 60.4
mBART-50 / 61.2 61.0

Table 2: Performance comparison of baseline models
on English dataset. Text preprocessing approach is in
parentheses - no preprocessing (NoP), concatenating the
lines with a single space character (NL-Spc) or using
newline-separated lines (NL-L). mF1 represents the
micro F1 score, and hF1 indicates the hierarchical F1

score. mBART-50 was our final submission during the
official test phase.

3.2 Hierarchical Label Encoding
To include the hierarchical structure of the labels,
we use the persuasion hierarchy digraph to expand
the list of target labels such that it also contains all
ancestor nodes. For example, [Loaded Language,
Name calling/Labeling] is extended into [Pathos,
Loaded Language, Ethos, Ad Hominem, Name call-
ing/Labeling]. Since some labels have multiple
parents, we consider all possible ancestors, and

therefore [Bandwagon] gets extended into [Logos,
Justification, Bandwagon, Ethos]. We compare the
results of distilBERT and mBART-50 models com-
pared to the approach without hierarchical label
encoding. Additionally, we compute the results for
mBART-25.

We internally test two approaches, a) one that
extends labels for all training and validation ex-
amples and b) the one that extends the labels for
training examples but not the validation examples.
As extending the labels with ancestors only for
the training examples consistently leads to better
results, we proceed with this version.

As reported in Table 2, when using hierarchical
information (extending the labels with ancestors for
the training examples), mBART-25 achieves a hF1

score of 60.4 and mBART-large-50 achieves 61.0
hF1, on the English development set. The hyperpa-
rameters for these specific models had a learning
rate of 5e-05, input size of up-to 128 tokens, and a
batch size of 64.

Our results show that the hierarchical label en-
coding strategy consistently leads to performance
improvements in this task compared to our baseline
approach without hierarchical encoding, as show-
cased by distilBERT and mBART-50 models (see
Table 2 for development set results). Note that
distilBERT with hierarchy encoding results were
computed in post-evaluation phase.

We submitted mBART-50 results (as it achieved
the highest score on the validation set from the
models we tested) for official test set evaluation
for English. The model achieved 61.7 hF1 score.
We show the performance of the final model on all
different language combinations in Table 4.

3.3 Translation and Test Set Results
For the three surprise test sets, we use the NLLB-
200’s 3.3B model (NLLB Team et al., 2022) to
translate the English train and English validation
sets into each target language to mimic the test
stage scenario. We evaluate three settings (on the
English validation sets, see Table 3): training on
English and validating on translated data, training
on translated data and validating on English data,
and training and validating on translated data. We
use the same hyperparameter grid search over the
learning rates of [3e-5, 5e-5] and max lengths of
[128, 256] to produce models fine-tuned for each
language. Results indicate that training and val-
idating with both target language translated sets
consistently yielded better results when compared
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to the other two settings (see Table 3). We use
these fine-tuned checkpoints to infer the final sub-
missions achieving results shown in Table 4.

Train Validation hF1 score
ENtrain ENval 61.2
ENtrain → BG ENval 54.9
ENtrain → BG ENval → BG 55.5
ENtrain ENval → BG 47.1
ENtrain → MK ENval 53.3
ENtrain → MK ENval → MK 56.5
ENtrain ENval → MK 51.3
ENtrain → AR ENval 56.2
ENtrain → AR ENval → AR 56.4
ENtrain ENval → AR 50.6

Table 3: Evaluating the influence of translation as a
strategy for handling low-resource languages. We mea-
sure mBART-50 model performance on Bulgarian (BG),
Macedonian (MK) and Arabic (AR) by training on the
English (EN) dataset translated to the target language
using NLLB-200. The model is trained and evaluated on
English data, possibly translated to the target language
(translated dataset is shown with → followed by a target
language).

Using the approach where the model is trained
on both train and validation data translated from
English, we notice a significant degradation of the
hF1 scores for the three surprise test sets. The
model for English did not use any translated data
during training and validation and, as can be seen
by comparing scores in Table 3 and Table 4, did not
show signs of a similar degradation in performance
on the test set.

This can be attributed to the distribution shift
of persuasion label categories across the four lan-
guages. Our error analysis measuring accuracy for
each label shows that the Arabic, Macedonian, and
Bulgarian language models work well in identify-
ing smaller classes with high accuracy while failing
to generalize to the larger classes (see Table 5)1.
These may arise from the model/training recipe fail-
ing to generalize over specific labels since different
languages express persuasion strategies differently,
and translations failing to capture some of these
nuances.

Additionally, for our zero-shot performance eval-
uation, we use the model trained on English train
and validation data to either directly predict the test
datasets, or translating the test datasets to English

1All models generalize well over Appeal to fear/prejudice
and Distraction but fail to generalize well over Name call-
ing/Labeling.

Train Validation Test hF1 score
Final score on test data

ENtrain ENval ENtest 61.7
ENtrain → BG ENval → BG BGtest 47.3
ENtrain → MK ENval → MK MKtest 36.2
ENtrain → AR ENval → AR ARtest 42.4

Zero-shot performance of the model
ENtrain ENval BGtest 44.2
ENtrain ENval BGtest → EN 44.2
ENtrain ENval MKtest 38.4
ENtrain ENval MKtest → EN 33.8
ENtrain ENval ARtest 37.8
ENtrain ENval ARtest → EN 36.4

Table 4: Evaluation of the model performance on the fi-
nal test set. We measure mBART-50 model performance
on Bulgarian (BG), Macedonian (MK) and Arabic (AR)
by training on the English (EN) dataset. The model
is trained and evaluated on English data translated to
the target language (translated dataset is shown with →
followed by a target language). We include final scores
on test data achieved by the best-performing translation
configuration. We additionally provide post-evaluation
zero-shot performances of the model trained on the En-
glish data on the target language and the target language
translated to English.

and then predict. Here, we see that our translation
approach works generally better than the zero-shot,
except for the Macedonian dataset. This could
be due to random seeds, however, larger compara-
ble/parallel corpora are required to investigate this
phenomenon.

Our final ranking on the SemEval Test Set
Leaderboard are as follows: 17/32 for English, 8/20
for Bulgarian, 15/20 for Macedonian, and 4/17 for
Arabic.

4 Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we describe the methods and mod-
els used by the whatdoyoumeme team in SemEval
2024 Subtask 1 to detect multilingual persuasion in
memes. We combined two different approaches to
solve this task: 1) machine translation, where we
used the NLLB model (NLLB Team et al., 2022)
to translate articles from English into the target
languages and vice versa, and 2) including hier-
archy information, where we extend a set of pro-
vided labels with labels corresponding to the ances-
tors nodes from the hierarchy DAG. We find that
with the two proposed strategies, we can outper-
form both traditional encoder and decoder models,
which emphasizes the importance of translation for
downstream cross-lingual tasks.

In the future, we would like to extend our work
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in a few different directions. We would like to ex-
plore ensemble modelling techniques by building
separate models for each belief category and using
their joint predictions to improve overall perfor-
mance. In addition, we would like to investigate
the effects of translation quality and model size on
the performance of this task.

Model Label Acc Supp Freq

mBART-50
Eng. Dev

Appeal to authority 95% 136 13.6%
Repetition 94% 46 4.6%
Distraction 92% 72 7.2%
Simplification 79% 215 21.5%
Name calling/Labeling 79% 262 26.2%

mBART-50
Arb. Test

Appeal to fear/prejudice 92% 8 8.0%
Exaggeration/Minimisation 82% 18 18.0%
Justification 79% 11 11.0%
Name calling/Labeling 73% 26 26.0%
Loaded Language 61% 24 24.0%

mBART-50
Mac. Test

Appeal to fear/prejudice 95% 13 5.02%
Distraction 95% 11 4.25%
Simplification 90% 10 3.86%
Name calling/Labeling 63% 83 32.05%
Loaded Language 61% 110 42.47%

mBART-50
Bul. Test

Appeal to authority 97% 18 4.13%
Flag-waving 93% 28 6.42%
Name calling/Labeling 68% 140 32.11%

Table 5: Error analysis of the model performance.
Classes with higher accuracy are highlighted in green,
while classes with lower accuracy in red. Only a se-
lection of classes is shown, but a similar trend exists
across all classes. Accuracy (Acc) is calculated us-
ing the standard binary accuracy measure. Support
(Supp) is the number of instances from the dataset
(Train/Val/Dev/Test) where the labels occur, and where
the labels have been extended to include all ancestor
nodes. Frequency (Freq) is calculated as support divided
by the length of the dataset.
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